Expand Your Living Space

Introduction
Working towards gaining a basic understanding and interpretation
of our contemporary life has, as always, formed the basis of our
new collection.
We look forward to presenting our 2021 Collection and look
forward to a successful collaboration in 2021. A special year, as
2021 marks the 50th anniversary of Innovation Living.

Best regards
Morten Lind & Per Weiss

Sustainability
There is a collective recognition that environmental awareness
must be increased. This seems to have finally gained the
momentum required to make a radical change. We have reached
a point where every business must secure its future by dedicating
innovation, thoughtfulness, and action to sustainability. In the 90s,
the organic futon mattress was the focal point of our business and
sustainability has since been deeply rooted in our DNA. We have
continuously focused on designing and producing qualitative and
durable products that can be maintained and recycled after ended
product life cycles. Our products are designed for flat packing and
thus optimized to reduce its impact on the environment. We work
continuously, decisively, and transparently towards optimizing our
products and processes sustainably. Therefore, we have chosen
to start our 2021 catalog by informing about our sustainability
initiatives.

Transparency
The interest in product’s origin is growing. Consumers wish to
understand the combination of raw materials used, country of
origin and production. In Denmark, we have always worked to high
standards at our factories and have ensured ongoing training of
our employees, as well as shown great interest in the surrounding
local community. Our production facilities in China and Ukraine
are designed to match Danish standards, and as documentation
for this both these factories are audited by amfori BSCI (Business
Social Compliance Initiative).

Digitalization and consumer behavior
2020 was an unusual year in which Covid-19 redefined our lives in
many ways, not least in terms of freedom of movement and overall
daily routines. A direct consequence of this was a massive boost in
communication and online commerce. Thus, we have accelerated
our digital journey further and have launched Augmented Reality
(see the product in your home from an Apple device) and Virtual
Reality (virtual tour from our fairs). Circumstances have forced the
launch of our 2021 Collection to be virtual.

B2B and B2B2C webshop
Our product assortment is both deep and detailed. Most of our
retailers fortunately have extensive knowledge about it, however,
consumers’ expectations continue to rise, and in addition
to detailed product knowledge they also require immediate
information about delivery time as a natural part of their decisionmaking process. This information will be visible in our new B2B
webshop. In addition to ensuring the complete range of data
available to serve customers, on-time status is also provided
about when an item can be shipped from our warehouse in
Randers, Denmark. All this is visualized in an interface that can
show retail prices, effectively enabling you to use it as a tool to
serve customers in store. We call this our business-to-businessto-consumer webshop (B2B2C). Obviously, there will be a B2B
webshop as well where retailers can place orders, see current
orders, invoices and much more. This platform will be launched
ongoing on our markets.

Zeitgeist
2020 has been a year where we have all been forced to spend
many hours in our homes. We have had time to reflect on our
living situation and homes, and there has been time to optimize
and update interior and furniture choices.
When times become uncertain and threatening, as we unfortunately
experience currently, we start nesting as our homes become the
safe place that ensure that we are protected against the world.
Prominent trend researchers like Lidewij Edelkoort have, before
Covid-19 occurred, advised that we would experience a resurgence
of the warm brown shades that were dominant in the 70s.
“The last time brown was in fashion was in the 70’s. It is almost
impossible to imagine that at that time black wasn’t a notion
that existed in fashion.
Now, after a reign of four decades of black, we will see a seismic
shift to brown in its entire splendour, overpowering all other
messages and trends. The arrival of brown cars in shades such as
caramel, eggplant and tobacco is an example that underscores
this thesis”.
				
Lidewij Edelkoort
It is no coincidence that we have seen a trend that accentuates
warm colors over cold ones. The warm, brown earth-colored
shades are increasingly used to decorate walls, fabrics, furniture,
blankets, and accessories. Trends and circumstances in unison.

The mass-produced perfection give way to the unique, rustic, and
handmade such as pottery and knitting. “Do-it-yourself” seems to
be a 1960s and 1970s trend that is undergoing a revival.
Moreover, there is a great focus on recycling old furniture,
motivated by environmental considerations and a desire to create
a unique home.
But the dominant trend is consideration for our environment. This
is an exciting challenge and a great commercial opportunity.
We have worked on the following:
• Production optimization
- Logistics, energy, recycling waste
• Packaging optimization
- Minimization and eco-optimization of material selection
• Optimization of materials used in our production
- Eco-optimization of material selection
• Product life cycle optimization
- Detachable covers, durable fabrics that can withstand machine
washing and continued prioritization of durable constructions
• Optimization of products in relation to disassembly and recycling
- Carefully selected materials in a construction that enables
disassembly and recycling of individual parts at the end of the
product’s life cycle

New fabrics
Bouclé
Two new fabrics added in the
contemporary Bouclé category.
A beautiful and practical ash
grey, and a deep, masculine
dark grey. Machine washable at
30 degrees Celsius.
533
Bouclé, Ash Grey

534
Bouclé, Black Raven

570
Vivus, Dusty Coral

571
Vivus, Dusty Sand

573
Vivus, Dusty Blue

316
Cordufine, Pine Green

317
Cordufine, Rust

318
Cordufine, Beige

586
Phobos, Latte

587
Phobos, Mocha

Vivus
Vivus is made of recycled
plastic. A rich and soft fabric
in a contemporary color scale.
Highly durable and eco-friendly.
Machine washable at 30 degrees
Celsius.

Cordufine
A fine, narrow corduroy with
short pile in modern colors.
Machine washable at 30 degrees
Celsius.

Phobos
An exclusive fabric with a linen/
cotton like character, albeit
being 100% Polyester. Available
in two earth tones – Latte and
Mocha. Machine washable at 30
degrees Celsius.

572
Vivus, Dusty Grey

Fabrics colors 2021
Blue

552
Soft, Pacific Pearl

525
Mixed Dance, Light Blue

558
Soft, Indigo

573
Vivus, Dusty Blue

528
Mixed Dance, Blue

515
Nist, Blue

572
Vivus, Dusty Grey

565
Twist, Granite

563
Twist, Charcoal

533
Bouclé, Ash Grey

534
Bouclé, Black Raven

Grey

590
Micro Check, Grey

577
Kenya, Dark Grey

Warm grey
550
Fanual, Black

Green
217
Flashtex, Light Grey

216
Flashtex, Dark Grey

521
Mixed Dance, Grey

Earth tones
518
Elegance, Green

531
Bouclé, Off White

527
Mixed Dance, Natural

318
Cordufine, Beige

316
Cordufine, Pine Green

Accents

570
Vivus, Dusty Coral
612
Blida, Sand Grey

586
Phobos, Latte

579
Kenya, Gravel

506
Elegance, Paprika
571
Vivus, Dusty Sand

551
Faunal, Brown

587
Phobos, Mocha

461
Leather Look,
Brown Vintage

595
Corduroy, Burnt Orange

317
Cordufine, Rust

554
Soft, Mustard Flower

507
Elegance, Burned Curry

578
Kenya, Taupe

New designs

Revivus
Revivus is our take on a product design that is sustainably
optimized in every way, effectively minimizing the impact it
has on our environment.
In many ways a sofa that share many of the characteristic
features that have always been an integrated part of our
Multifunctionals sofa bed category.
• A durable and simple metal frame lacquered in recycled
powder coating. After years of use, all parts can be replaced
if necessary and the frame is also optimized for recycling
of individual parts. All you have to do is to remove 4 plastic
plugs in the legs - the rest is metal.
We guarantee lifetime warranty on the frame.
• The mattress filling is made from a combination of a soft
topping of OEKO-TEX certified HR-foam and a core of recycled
bonded foam. Bonded foam is made of leftover foam from
our own and other productions, which we remold, compress,
and use again. The cushion fillings are made from OEKO-TEX
recycled fiberfill.

The mattress and pillows can easily be replaced with a new
set after the end of its life cycle, and the old ones can be
broken down to individual parts so that the materials can be
recycled.
The covers are made of Vivus textile, which is OEKO-TEX
certified and made of 100% recycled fibers. The covers are
easy to remove and can be machine washed at 30 degrees
Celsius. This prolongs the lifetime of the sofa, and also
makes it possible to change the cover to a different fabric
choice and color.
Revivus feature an informal and relaxed, timeless look.
The Revivus is designed with attention to environmentally
friendly materials, easy maintenance, durability, and the
ability to recycle parts at the end of its life cycle.
Target group: No age segmentation.
Rooms: Spare rooms & compact living.

New designs

Malloy
Malloy is designed for the living room. It is a comfortable
lounge sofa that easily transforms into a functional bed. The
design’s signature is the soft functional pillow arm and the
large comfortable back cushions with a height that ensures
good support for the neck and head. With its low seat height
and relatively large seat depth Malloy is a genuine lounge
sofa. The large Ottoman is designed to work either alone as
an individual seat or as a natural lounger extension to the
sofa.
Malloy is an original design that adds a new direction to our
collection in terms of design language and seating comfort.
Target group: +20 years.
Room: Living room.

New designs
Muito
Muito is a classic and timeless design, a European
archetype even. Based on the desire to establish
a connection to a new target group, we have
designed a product with a very precise and formal
character, combined with a slightly higher seat
height compared to our other ranges.
Target group: Establishing a connection to the
Otium-segment, but no specific age segmentation.
Rooms: Spare rooms & compact living.

Merga
Merga is an obvious “One Room Living” product optimized for the teenage room, but at the same
time also very suitable for other secondary rooms
as a sofa and guest bed. Merga is characterized by
its rounded, ample seat, the large back cushions as
well as the large storage base. Merga is equipped
with fixed legs and gears, effectively ensuring
quick and easy conversion from sofa to bed. The
removable covers make the sofa very practical
as they can be machine washed or renewed if a
different look is desired. Merga features a unique
and soft comfort by its combination of no-zag
spring, pocket spring and HR-foam on top.
Target group: No specific age segmentation, but a
prioritization of teenage rooms – One Room Living.
Rooms: Spare rooms.

New designs
Conlix
Conlix is equipped with removable, washable
covers which are easily and simply taken off and
put back on with a unique zipper design. Conlix
removes concerns about stains and delicate
fabrics. Furthermore, it is a solution that can
extend the product life cycle as new covers can
be purchased and replaced individually. In terms
of design language, this is a minimalist, Nordic
version of our successful Recast.
Target group: No age segmentation.
Rooms: Spare rooms & compact living.

Achillas
Achillas is a slightly modified Hildur. We stand by
the basic idea of creating an “all in one” upholstered
furniture solution: Sofa, family lounger, sofa &
day bed, double bed or two single beds. Achillas
is intended for compact living and is at the same
time an obvious choice for Airbnb apartments and
the like.
In relation to Hildur, we have worked to make the
design more presentable and practical. It is a lot
easier to assemble. The size of the back has been
lowered 5 cm while the legs have been slimmed
down. The two mattresses can be fixed together
when used as a double bed. Finally, Achillas is
equipped with an optimized type of removable
cover that ensures an easy way to take the cover
off and put it back on.
Target group: No age segmentation.
Rooms: Spare rooms & compact living.

New designs
Straw leg for Zeal
A sophisticated, minimalist leg in polished
aluminum designed for Zeal.

Vintage Stripe
Unfurl Vintage Stripe has been designed as a
celebration of brown in the seventies. The classic
stripe emphasizes the rounded shape of the Unfurl
design.

New designs
Vikko chair
– now including arm rests
A minimalist and elegant lounge chair with
comfortable OEKO-TEX certified HR foam in
combination with a metal frame that gives the chair
an industrial and warm look. Effectively, Vikko with
arms is a modern and retro style, while the contrast
between fabric and black metal gives the chair an
exclusive look.
Ideal as an extra chair in the living room or spare
room. Available from stock with and without
armrests in 6 colors.

Accordion mattresses
Daybed, sofa, bed, and playground for children.
Our new Accordion mattresses are made in two
different sizes, offering different use scenarios.
They are easy to unfold and move from room to
room and can be folded in several creative ways.
Also suitable as an extra bed if required.
The mattress covers are removable and washable,
which prolongs product lifetime and enables the
opportunity to change the fabric and color. The
mattress core is made of OEKO-TEX certified HR
foam.

New designs
Triangular and Pauke poufs
Decorative designs with many possible use
scenarios. The smart puff can also be used as a
coffee table by placing a tabletop on top.
The cover is removable and washable, which
prolongs product lifetime and enables the
opportunity to change the fabric and color. The
core is made of OEKO-TEX certified HR foam.
Choose your favorite color or mix and match the six
stocked colors - the possibilities are many.

Revisit the introductions from 2020
Salla
A soft and rounded design with space-saving, slim
arms, roomy storage, and very easy conversion
from sofa to bed. A heavy, yet feminine upholstery
design for compact living.
Target group: +20 years.
Rooms: Living room and spare rooms.

Cubed Alu
A minimalist leg that gives Cubed a new
sophisticated character. An “International Modern”
inspired leg design defined by signature details in
polished aluminum.

Revisit the introductions from 2020
Ramone
Ramone is a remarkable, compact sofa with glossy
tubular legs designed with reference to the brutalist
movement and 1980s designs. Ramone features
a horizontal seat, vertical back, a distinctive
upholstery styling with piping, and cushions in an
envelope style.
Ramone was awarded a prominent design prize
at the International Furniture Fair in Shanghai in
2020.
Target group: No age segmentation.
Rooms: Spare rooms & compact living.

Killian
A compact sofa in a classic and modern design.
The Killian sofa is characterized by generous
volume, achieved in combination with the heavy,
yet elegant arm.
Target group: No age segmentation.
Rooms: Spare rooms & compact living.

New stocked textile variants

Osvald | Dessin 318 | Cordufine, Beige

Ghia | Dessin 318 | Cordufine, Beige

Frode | Dessin 573 | Vivus, Dusty Blue

Zeal | Dessin 316 | Cordufine, Pine Green & 570 Vivus, Dusty Coral

New stocked textile variants

Cassius D.E.L., Supremax D.E.L. & Bifrost D.E.L. | Dessin 587 |
Phobos, Mocha

Sly | Dessin 534 | Bouclé, Black Raven & 316 Cordufine, Pine
Green

Eivor & Killian | Dessin 586 | Phobos, Latte

Olan| Dessin 316 | Cordufine, Pine Green

New stocked textile variants

Unfurl Lounger| Dessin 533 | Bouclé, Ash Grey

Unfurl | Dessin 534 | Bouclé, Black Raven

Salla | Dessin 317 | Cordufine, Rust

Ramone | Dessin 533 | Bouclé, Ash Grey

